Cst. Dee – Jay Pardy
RCMP “F” Division
Excellence in Performance Award
Cst. Pardy began her career in the RCMP at Beauval, Saskatchewan, in October of 2012.
On August 27th, 2017, at approximately 02:00 hrs., Cst. Pardy along with a new member she was
training was responding to a complaint of an unresponsive male in a vehicle. She was following an
ambulance to the complaint on Highway #4 north of Meadow Lake.
Cst. Pardy was aware that dispatch information can be notoriously unreliable in rural areas. Though she
was miles away from where they had been dispatched to, she activated her scene lights and checked the
area around her vehicle. This exceptional awareness allowed her trainee Cst. McCleod , to spot a vehicle
rolled in a field 60 – 70 meters off the road.
Cst. Pardy and Cst. McCleod approached the rolled vehicle, finding a serious rollover with multiple
ejections. She called EMS to return and respond with more ambulances. Csts. Pardy and McCleod were
on scene for 20 minutes with two critically and two seriously injured victims.
During this time Cst. Pardy utilized her EMT training providing CPR and medical assistance until EMS
arrived. She called for appropriate support from EMS and the Fire Department to extricate entrapped
occupants of the vehicle.
A male occupant did not survive his injuries, but due to Cst. Pardy’s situational awareness and ability to
take control of the scene, a critically injured 16 year old female occupant survived.
The area where the rolled vehicle was located has very limited cell coverage so it would not have been
discovered until the following day had Cst. Pardy not acted proactively.
Cst. Pardy coordinated the investigation into the accident, activating a Collision Analyst who through the
use of an unmanned aerial vehicle located a second deceased male.
Cst. Pardy was aware that her co-workers, EMS, and Firefighters had experienced a very traumatic event
and noted some were struggling with coping. She arranged an incident review with everyone involved.
The Saskatchewan Association of Chiefs of Police is pleased to present the “Excellence in Performance
Award” to Cst. Dee-Jay Pardy.

